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The Future of Demonstration is an art series with two seasons and five episodes 
each. The episodes are based on thematic clusters derived from the leitmotifs, 
VERMÖGEN 2017 and PASSION 2018.

The art series engages with the radical changes we are witnessing today in the  
ecological, social, and cultural spheres. It explores the notion of demonstration 
and its political, technological, pedagogical, and aesthetic capacities as means to 
imagine, collect, weave, embrace and share narratives, techniques and affiliations 
of resistance. 

THE APPROACH
Algorithmic automation informs almost every realm of life. Our reality increasingly 
coincides with data-driven models applied to anticipate, simulate and escalate 
that reality. As the language of power shifts from representational to performative 
speech, the criteria for critique turn from voicing judgment and dissent to data 
mining and real-time evaluation – Vermögen for critical feedback fuels neoliberal 
techniques of disruption. 

The Future of Demonstration proposes to challenge the comprehensive models of 
competitive simulation by probing current potentials for counter-narratives – from 
scrutinizing consequences, to pushing ideas to extremes, to creating intense 
fabulations of other realities. 

The art series brings together artists, activists, architects, theorists, scientists, 
filmmakers and other experts that together transgress the critical engagement 
of contemporary art by means of deviant aesthetics, robotic xenofictions, 
forensic investigation, cryptohacks, extraterrestrial habitats, cellular factories – 
performative tools that open realities instead of closing the one, calculated reality. 

VERMÖGEN is not only the theme, it is also the collective energy of this experiment 
on technopolitical resolution. As such, the art series is an invitation to participants 
and audience alike to engage in joyful and empowering demonstrations of what we 
might achieve together.

THE FORMAT
The Future of Demonstration takes its format from the structure of popular television 
series with seasons and episodes. Each of the two seasons addresses its leitmotif 
as if it were through a prism, dividing it into five episodes, once again linking them 
in various traversing relationships to one another. Each episode combines art, 
discourse, performance, sound and film in its own way. 

We see art, theory, and technology not as separate realms, but as vital 
contributions for post-disciplinary practices. Hence, we reject the separation 
between art and discourse, i.e. exhibition, conference and documentation. 
Instead, artists, theorists and other experts develop and realize projects jointly by 
contributing their competence and experience.



Each episode is at the same time performative space, installation setting, artistic 
environment, practice lab, film set, and discursive gathering. While each episode 
is featured on two days, its artistic setting is present for the entire season. When 
all episodes are performed, the venue briefly turns into an exhibition space.

LIVE-STREAMING / FILM 
A live-stream/broadcast accompanies each episode’s artistic evening event. The 
films aren’t documentaries but works that focus on streaming as an art form. They 
are realized by a film/video artist in collaboration with the episode teams, film 
professionals and the Vienna-based non-profit community TV station OKTO. After 
each episode’s evening event, its film is screened in the exhibition setting. OKTO 
TV provides an online channel to showcase the films – The Future of Demonstration 
will stay online as a web series of two seasons with five episodes each. 

LIVE-PUBLISHING AS PUBLIC-MAKING
The publishing collective continent. is a copyleft, para-academic, experimental 
publishing collective that accompanies the episodes. continent. is committed to a 
continuous effort to dynamically recompose publics, orchestrate encounters and 
create open access online and offline collections of text, image, sound, and image. 

THE LEITMOTIF
The German term Vermögen and its semantic field are highly ambivalent. On the 
one hand, Vermögen refers to »wealth«, »asset«, »property«. On the other hand, 
it means »faculty«, »ability«, »skill«. Vermögen comprises the social reality of 
capitalism and its biopolitical power as well as the capacity of an individual or 
collective to know or do something, thus embracing concepts of collectivity, 
paedagogy and agency. 

VERMÖGEN refers to the point of intersection between absolute interiority and 
radical exteriority, a space where art operates. In a time when data have become 
a powerful Vermögen, we are faced with the question of how we can invigorate 
the other-potentiality the term offers against the alienating violence of black box 
regimes. At issue is the attempt to transgress the modes of critical engagement 
towards new forms of resistance where facts and fiction, images and narratives 
enthuse us with a new artistic-activist culture, as we enter post-global ecologies 
and societies in which crisis and escalation are the new normal. 

For us today, the diversity and potentiality of the term Vermögen – and the 
inability or insufficiency expressed by its antonym, Unvermögen – is a powerful 
source to conceive trajectories for repositioning art and discourse towards new 
formats, practices and agencies. While the episodes focus on specific aspects of 
VERMÖGEN, they share a conceptual outlook that exceeds the critical scope of 
contemporary art – the episodes reorient media-, data- and biotechnology against 
established power relations and institutions. The Future of Demonstration is an 
attempt to demonstrate the collective potentials of Vermögen and to exemplify 
our capacity to re-envision our collective imagination.



al-Araqib 1945/2017 
(composite of Royal Air Force aerial photograph & ‘Community Satellite’ Point-clouds). 

Image: Ariel Caine / Forensic Architecture / Aziz al-Turi / Nuri al-Uqbi / 
Debby Ferber: Zochrot / Hagit Keysar: Public Lab

 



Forensic Architecture will inaugurate Ground Truth: The al-Araqib Museum of 
Struggle. This transitory museum is a collaboration with the unrecognized 
Bedouin village of al-Araqib and dedicated to the ongoing struggle for their 
ancestral land in the Naqab Desert, Israel. A collaborative mapping involves 
aerial photography from kites (with Public Lab) and historical research (with 
the NGO Zochrot). With the local families we have produced a body of evidence 
that assembles historical reading of the silver salt grains of the 1945 RAF aerial 
images of the area, through the pixel grids of contemporary satellites to the 
floating point-cloud particles of our low flying kite surveys. 

Founded in 2010, Forensic Architecture (FA) is a group that has developed a 
new practice for undertaking investigations into political controversies and 
human rights abuses. This practice uses architecture as an optical device to 
generate evidence, and cross references it with a variety of sources, such 
as new media, remote sensing, material analysis, witness testimony, and 
crowd-sourcing. Bringing together architectural, artistic and media research, 
FA constitutes a radical formulation of media art in the 21st century. Its work 
seeks to reverse the direction of the forensic gaze and to turn it back on those 
very state agencies — the police, military, or secret services — that otherwise 
use forensics (surveillance, tracking, and pattern analysis) to govern or control 
populations.

TUE 31.10. 20h EPISODE 1

Ground Truth: The al-Araqib 
Museum of Struggle
FORENSIC ARCHITECTURE

Participants: Aziz al-Turi, Forensic Architecture: Ariel Caine, Eyal Weizman. 
EVENING DRAMATURGY: Ariel Caine, Manu Luksch. FILM: Manu Luksch.
SOUND DESIGN: Mukul. VOICE: Anna Mendelssohn.

22h BAR / SOUND TAPESTRIES: Mukul (London).



CIVIC SCIENCE AND THE VIEW FROM ABOVE

This workshop on civic led aerial imaging will begin with a short introduction, 
focusing on Public Lab’s community science workflow, the balloon/kite mapping 
toolkit and some examples of research and practical work undertaken with the 
DIY aerial photography in Israel and the US. It will then be followed by a workshop 
for creating aerial mapping (depending on weather), and photogrammetry based 
3D modeling using images captured with the kites.

Workshop Timeline AM 10h - 12h
    Meeting at REAKTOR, Introduction presentations
      Building rigs and equipment
      Photographing with kites/ballon outside - let’s hope for some sun…
      We will have a set of images in case weather is bad.
  PM 13h - 16h
      Assess quality and select images for processing
      Photogrammetry workflow
      Basic Geo-referencing 
  (using existing georeferenced image from  camera + manual)

What should participants bring/install
  Laptops (mac/pc)
  Install: photogrammetry software
      (photoscan pro trial - will not allow to save but does allow full   
  functionality otherwise)
      Install: meshlab + cloudcompare

  LINKS for downloads:
  http://thefutureofdemonstration.net/e01/workshop.html

WED 1.11. 1Oh-16h WORKSHOP RSVP: support@theoriesinmind.net



GRANULAR REALISM: NEW ACTIVIST POSSIBILITIES WITHIN 
THE CHANGING SPATIAL CONDITION OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Over the last decade, emerging forms of digital and computational imaging using 
depth registering capabilities have forged a new condition in photography – one 
in which the photographic functions not as a flat image to be viewed, but as a 
3D environment to be navigated. Currently, this understanding (manifestation) of 
photography as environment is most advanced in point-cloud data objects. The 
point-cloud brings together dry data and an other-worldliness, a translucency and 
hyperreality that we may call (refer to as) granular realism.

3D photo imaging in its various technological forms has permeated the fields 
of archaeology, architecture, civil engineering, and municipal and state planning 
as well as agricultural, geological and resource driven industries. Restructuring 
them from the inside, it simultaneously opens up new spaces for intervention 
and resistance. 

In this seminar, we will consider the ways in which practitioners, researchers and 
activists have been repurposing such imaging tools in order to open up spaces 
for civic participation.

We would like to extend a call to practitioners and researchers involved with such 
investigations to prepare five minute presentations on their projects and join the 
discussion.

WED 1.11. 18h PRESENTATIONS

Moderator: Noit Banai. 
Participants: Ariel Caine, FA. Aziz al-Turi, Bedouin Activist
                       and invited guests from open call. 

RSVP: support@theoriesinmind.net



We create machines which simultaneously create us. This episode explores the 
human-machinic connection and the feedback loops of various influences they 
produce, because our self-image as human is constantly being remodeled. The 
episode highlights normative principals which we inscribe into technological 
systems - like certain kinds of ignorance/knowledge, social labyrinths and 
biases, as well as specific characteristics of human and machinic perception. 
By learning from machinic behavior, which we create ourselves, we can change 
actively. If a feature is considered human or technological can alternately be 
at disposal. Thereby the potential of blending human and humanoid features 
is outlined in order to remodel the human constitution and self-image. Are we 
the somnambulists of those potentials? Why do we individualize our indivisible 
bodies into ever new divided and assembled technical configurations? How would 
a human-humanoid conspiracy work to show what the human body is capable of 
nowadays? Network machines are, by necessity, promiscuous creatures - what 
would it mean for humans to be alien and embrace a similar self-awareness as a 
challenge to ingrained (normative) individualism?

THU 2.11. 20h EPISODE 2

ALIEN INTROSPECTION
XENOFEMINISM, ROBOTICS AND MACHINIC PROMISCUITY

Participants: Laboria Cuboniks: Diann Bauer, Katrina Burch, Helen Hester, Patricia Reed. 
bAm: Christoph Müller. H.A.U.S.: Christoph Hubatschke, Christoph Müller, Oliver Schürer. 
CODING: Stephanie Gross, Brigitte Krenn, Friedrich Neubarth. INTERACTION SCRIPTING:
Christian Fiedler, Patrick Lechner. HUMANOID SCRIPTING: Clara Haider, Matthias Hirschmanner. 
PERFORMANCE: Tanja Brandmayer. VOCAL WORK: Joy Mariama Smith, Zygimantas Kudirka. 
ROTATIONAL SPEAKER: Robert Pravda.  FILM: Michael Loizenbauer.  VOICE: Anna Mendelssohn.

22h BAR / SOUND



XENOPHILY, ALIENATION, INEXISTENCE 
Patricia Reed (of Laboria Cuboniks), 2017 (first published at e-flux Architecture)



FRI 3.11. 18h PANEL DISCUSSIONS

DEMONSTRATION: VARIATIONS OF MACHINIC INTELLIGENCE(S)

Panel

With statements by

Robert Trappl — General Outline of AI, Neural Nets, Scientific Developments
Christoph Müller — bAm Robots’ Demonstration, Introduction of Swarm Intelligence
Clara Haider and Oliver Schürer — A Demonstration of Humanoid / 
      A. I. Natural Language Technology

Discussion, moderated by Christiana Tsiourti

19:20h Break

In the age of automation, due to new technologies, the conventional, western, 
and largely humanistic understanding of the human being is questioned. The 
boundaries between human and machine, woman and man, subject and object, 
and nature and culture are getting blurred. Together with our artificial creatures 
we now seem to live in a universe of promiscuity. The metamorphosis of the 
human and the human world results in significant political, economic, scientific, 
and aesthetic changes. Posthumanists discuss this crisis of the humanistic 
understanding of the human in the age of automation from various perspectives. 

In one panel discussion, we would like to shed some light on the journey of the 
humanistic human being, its transformation into a posthuman being, visions of 
posthuman futures, the negative and positive effects, and the potential artificial 
alterities that we are about to meet on this way.

In the other panel, we will demonstrate the embodiment of machine intelligence 
in a humanoid robot to form an artificial agent. It will serve you in being your 
soliloquy-bot. This single entity agent is contrasted by the multi entity of a 
swarm of robots. Agents that do not resemble any life form on this planet but 
that are self-organizing to adapt.



AUTOMATION, ART, FEMINISM & POSTHUMANISM 

Panel

With statements by

Mark Coeckelbergh — ICT’s Posthumanism and Economic Relations
Janina Loh — Responsibility, Ethics for Human/Machinic Coupling
Helen Hester — Automation, Labour, Care, Gendered Labour
Kristian Lukić — On Algorithmic Saturnization

Discussion, moderated by Marlies Wirth (MAK)

20:00h Wrap-up and global questions
20:30h End

Christoph Müller, bAm - swarmintelligent architectural robot module, 2017 

FRI 3.11. 19:40h RSVP: support@theoriesinmind.net



White light, Aww white light it lighten up my eyes
White light, don‘t you know it fills me up with surprise
White light, Aww white heat tickle me down to my toes
White light, Aww white light I tell you now goodness knows, now work it.
The Velvet Underground 

Jacques Rancière once said that, maybe, it is more important to save fiction 
from reality, than to protect reality from fiction. What if this is especially true 
in high times of simulation, when reality increasingly coincides with models 
that anticipate, predict, and regulate this reality? They say, we live in an age of 
simulation, fiction will disappear along with the old technologies that produced it. 
But, what if fiction has just changed its register? What if fiction has become a 
mode of critique, in its old-fashioned insistence not to be real, its persistence on 
a sprawling seam that distinguishes itself from reality? What if the issue is not 
the postfactional, but the postfictional? 

The episode follows the glow of the strangest of all elements, Phosphorus, from 
its extraterrestrial origins via alchemistic experiments, bird excrements, pacific 
islands, colonial expansions and dietary geopolitics to the new subaquatic and 
outer space territories of capitalism. In collaboration between various artists, 
theoreticians, a designer, and a space station architect, the episode measures 
the distance between islands and planets, tragedy and transgression, future, 
fiction, and past. “A myth can only be told in the language of the myth.”

The trip starts on Nauru, the phosphate island in the Pacific Ocean, formerly the 
richest republic in the world and the future test site for space travel and bio-
currencies, these days the site of an Australian detention camp for refugees, 
about to disappear under water. Nauru is the perfect spot to fabulate about 
space colonies, interstellar green houses, and self-mining, to discuss life and 
resistance in hostile environments, to contemplate living organisms built from 
scratch, without original in nature, and to talk about the violent, gleaming white 
technologies of desire.

SAT 4.11. 20h EPISODE 3

NAURUTICA
SYNTHETIC FUTURE ISLANDS AND THE TRAGEDY OF OUTER SPACE

Participants: a.ACHAT with Malte Gruner, Daniel Colucciello Barber, Stefan Becker, 
Hannes Broecker, James Hoff, Barbara Imhof, Margarete Jahrmann, Marian Kaiser, 
D. Kaufman, Jonas Loh, Nikolaus Gansterer, Fred Rapid, Klaus Schafler, Claudia Schötz, 
Christina Wessely.  FILM: Emma Rosa Simon.  VOICE: Anna Mendelssohn.

22h BAR / SOUND: Jonas Loh (Berlin).



Instead of a classic seminar, we invite the visitors to discuss with us 
what critical fabulation might mean today.
Members of Episode 3 NAURUTICA speak with the audience about the following 
as well as many other questions, some of which were performatively posed the 
night before.  

Which veggies grow in outer space?
How can you mine your own body?
Where is Nauru?
Why is desire a question of technology?
Why do artificial organisms need no originals in nature?
Why should love stories be violent in post-industrial times? 

SUN 5.11. 18h OPEN DISCUSSION

With: Daniel Colucciello Barber, Stefan Becker, Hannes Broecker, Barbara Imhof, 
Margarete Jahrmann, Jonas Loh, Marian Kaiser, Klaus Schafler, Claudia Schötz and 
Christina Wessely.

Errol Shaker in PHOSPHORUS MIRABILIS IV (Filmstill), Kaiser, Loh, Schoetz, Simon 2016

RSVP: support@theoriesinmind.net



LIVERATION. PROMETHEUS DELIVERED tells a story that oscillates between 
science fiction and horror, utopia and dystopia. The episode connects sculpture, 
literature, music and performance with biochemical processes in which liver 
cells are fermented and distilled to alcohol. The narrative leads into the recesses 
of a new materialism where the human body and its tissues are subjected to 
radical sustainability.

The cannibalism of the future will not derive from amorality or dark evil, but 
from the principle of autotroph resource utilization. Autophagy is no longer 
metonymic with the savage, the uncivilized and the pre-modern; instead, it is the 
ethical imperative for a posthuman world and reflects the desire for attaining a 
paradisiac state of self-containment. LIVERATION refers to the ancient tradition 
of hepatoscopy. The organ that was once deemed the seat of life becomes the 
episode’s point of departure to read humanity’s future VERMÖGEN in the context 
of a cellular economy. 

MON 6.11. 20h EPISODE 4

LIVERATION.
PROMETHEUS DELIVERED
AN ENVIRONMENT OF LIVING CELLS, VOICES, SOUNDSCAPES, 
TEXT, BODIES AND DISTILLATION PROCESSES GIVING BIRTH TO A 
CONCEPTUAL NARRATION ON BIOTECHNOLOGICAL DIVINATION.

Participants: Ildiko Babos, Haymon Maria Buttinger, Nehle Dick, Thomas Feuerstein, 
Swintha Gersthofer, Jens Hauser, Didi Kern, Bernhard Loibner, Christian Reiner, 
Peter Szely.   FILM: Wolfgang Rebernik.  VOICE: Anna Mendelssohn.

Participants SEMINAR: Wladimir Velminski, Walter Seitter, Jens Hauser,
Klaus Spiess & Lucie Strecker, Julius Deutschbauer and Ann Liv Young.

22h BAR / SOUND



THINKING BIOMATERIALITY / SQUANDERING CAPACITIES
 
Microperformative art forms allow for both aesthetic and epistemic potentials to think biopolitics 
and bioeconomics in times of capitalist and ecological crises in a materially tangible way, rather 
than from the safe haven of supposedly critical distance of abstract discourse. Such art of 
transformation in vivo and in vitro shifts its focus to the scales of molecules, cells, enzymes, etc. 
Also, it enables the staging of a life-continuum that complements human actions with animal and 
plant agencies, and thereby contrasts micro and macro perspectives.
Taking as its point of departure Thomas Feuerstein’s biotechnical Prometheus installations and 
Liveration performances, where questions of human hubris materialize and where the body itself 
becomes a homeostat to feed exclusively on its own cells, this session debates and stages 
scenarios in which bodies become, proverbially, “living money.”
Inspired by Pierre Klossowski’s essay La Monnaie Vivante, as well as by biocosmist positions 
in Russian philosophy, media theorist Jens Hauser invites philosophers Wladimir Velminski and 
Walter Seitter to sketch out the assets’ material and tangible currencies. In parallel, Klaus Spiess 
& Lucie Strecker enact a physiological and collective creation of an experimental currency.

METABOLIC CURRENCIES III* by Klaus Spiess and Lucie Strecker – with performative 
contributions by Julius Deutschbauer and Ann Liv Young – refers to the discovery of blood 
circulation in the 17th century. For the first time in history, money economies could be conceived 
of in a state of flux, as a circular exchange process. “Political anatomy and physiology” turned 
the bloodstream into a model of the political space. How can we today extend on these forms of 
modeling? Can hidden body fluids regulate currencies and in doing so change our understanding of 
ecological resources? And which role would the biomedium assume as a technology of illusion?
  *Project contributions by Mark Rinnerthaler, Amrito Geiser (Division of Genetics, Dept. of Cell Biology, 
    University of Salzburg), Joseph Knierzinger (media design).

TUE 7.11. 18h SEMINAR (in German)

Thomas Feuerstein, PROMETHEUS DELIVERED, 2017

RSVP: support@theoriesinmind.net



Money. Value. Wealth. Price. Cost. Abstracts of an economic language that 
persistently but mistakenly appear as indistinguishable from each other. In 
an era of increasing digitization and the automation of money systems, these 
distinctions become even more obscure. Mysterious narratives about disembodied 
economies threaten to dominate.* The episode PROOF-OF-BURN counters this 
financial black box and its information asymmetries by demonstrating new 
modes of organizing mutual trust and material exchange. PROOF-OF-BURN 
uses the concept of money burning to explore the construction of value and its 
mediation via cash, digital money and new forms of cryptocurrency. In a series 
of monetary-technological rituals and artistic interventions in finance, the 
Episode demonstrates how forms of money relate to the systems of labor and 
natural resources that underpin all economies. Reframing the semantic field of 
VERMÖGEN, this episode illuminates the interaction between money, trust, value 
and economic coordination to reflect on our (crypto)economic condition.

*One of the most recent of these narratives concerns the emergence of blockchain-enabled 
“Decentralised Autonomous Organisations” (DAO), economic entities that apparently “exist on 
the internet”, detached from underlying systems of actual production. 

WED 8.11. 20h EPISODE 5

PROOF-OF-BURN
BURNING MONEY. BURNING VALUE. BURNING TRUST.

Participants: Nils Gabriel, Jan Groos, Sunny King, Jürgen Kleft, Andrew Newman,
Rachel Rose O’Leary, Paul Rieger, Brett Scott, Matthias Tarasiewicz, terra0, 
Sophie-Carolin Wagner, Markus Zimmermann.
FILM: Jan Groos & Max Gurresch.  VOICE: Anna Mendelssohn.

22h BAR / SOUND



Participants: 
Jaya Klara Brekke, Max Hampshire, Johannes Leutgeb, Laura Lotti, Matthias Tarasiewicz. 

WHAT IS CRYPTOECONOMICS?

Leading experts in the developing discipline of Cryptoeconomics discuss it in the 
context of their own practices and of the performance of PROOF-OF-BURN.

Cryptoeconomic design uses incentives plus cryptography in order to create 
games with predictable outcomes, which in the case of Bitcoin resulted 
in the development of a decentralised system of exchange and trustless 
consensus about the state of its ledger. This distributed ledger, the blockchain, 
is unarguably the key invention of the early 21st century - and thus also 
internationally discussed as being a technology which possibly even supersedes 
the internet in its disruptiveness.

It will be an open panel discussion for three hours, each of the people will 
introduce their perspective, and then discuss it amongst themselves.

THU 9.11. 18h OPEN DISCUSSION

Vitalik for DARC: Proof-of-Presence

RSVP: support@theoriesinmind.net
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BIOGRAPHIES

EPISODE 1

AZIZ al-TURI, a Bedouin activist, is a resident of the village of al-Araqib in the Naqab desert, 
Israel where he was also born. Aziz is a member of the village committee and has been the 
leading coordinator of the villages resistance activity against state led displacement in Israel 
and abroad. 

ARIEL CAINE is an artist and researcher currently living in London where he is a PhD candidate 
at the Centre for Research Architecture, Goldsmiths University and a researcher at Forensic 
Architecture. Utilizing cutting-edge computational photographic and photogrammetric 
processes in combination with analogue archival media, Ariel’s artistic practice and 
conceptual research explores the co-constitutive relations of state, religious nationalism 
and imaging technologies, seeking to both expose and challenge the ways in which the 
photographic apparatus is embedded in the logic of the construction of physical reality. Ariel’s 
works have been exhibited and collected internationally. Ariel is a project coordinator and lead 
researcher for the Ground Truth Project.

MANU LUKSCH is an intermedia artist and filmmaker who interrogates conceptions of 
progress and scrutinizes the effects of network technologies on social relations, urban 
space, and political structures. Her works have ended up everywhere from street protests 
in Hong Kong and independence movements in the Golden Triangle, to the Collection Centre 
Pompidou, Paris, and the Core Collection at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences. 
As visiting fellow at Goldsmiths, University of London, Open Society Fellow, Manu is currently 
developing new film works drawing attention to the insidious threat posed by the rise of 
quantified, algorithmically-managed societies. 
 
MUKUL composes music for leading artist filmmakers and contemporary dance companies. 
As former resident DJ at Anokha (Blue Note, London), birthplace of the sound of the Asian 
underground, and ambient.space, host of telematic and sonified data performances, he 
developed signature sets exploring narrativity and form, and spanning up to 12 hours. In his 
sound tapestries, Mukul explores the encoding and decoding of meaning especially in relation 
to space, language and mathematics. He holds degrees in mathematics at Imperial College, 
London, and Social & Political Sciences at King’s College, Cambridge, and is continuing 
student of Indian classical music.

EYAL WEIZMAN is an architect, Professor of Spatial and Visual Cultures, and Director of the 
Centre for Research Architecture at Goldsmiths, University of London. He is a founding 
member of the architectural collective DAAR in Beit Sahour/Palestine. His books include 
Forensic Architecture: Violence at the Threshold of Detectability (2017), The Conflict 
Shoreline (with Fazal Sheikh, 2015), FORENSIS (with Anselm Franke, 2014), Mengele’s Skull 
(with Thomas Keenan at Sterenberg Press, 2012), Forensic Architecture (dOCUMENTA13 
notebook, 2012), The Least of All Possible Evils (Nottetempo 2009, Verso 2011), Hollow Land 
(Verso, 2007), A Civilian Occupation (Verso, 2003), the series Territories 1, 2 and 3, Yellow 
Rhythms and many articles in journals, magazines and edited books. He has worked with a 
variety of NGOs worldwide, and was a member of the B’Tselem board of directors. He lectured, 
curated and organized conferences in many institutions worldwide.

EPISODE 2

LABORIA CUBONIKS is a working group of six women based in five countries who met in Berlin 
during a philosophy workshop held at Haus der Kulturen der Welt in 2014. The following year 
they collaboratively wrote a manifesto entitled Xenofeminism: A Politics for Alienation. The 
text has since been translated into 8 languages with 2 more currently underway. In the 
years since its publishing, the original members have been working both collaboratively and 
independently to further develop the ideas and claims of the original text. The Future of 
Demonstration. Series 1: VERMÖGEN is one example of this collaborative elaboration.



DIANN BAUER is an artist and writer based in London. She is part of the working group Laboria 
Cuboniks and the collaborative A.S.T. whose focus is Urbanism and climate change. Bauer has 
screened and exhibited internationally at Tate Britain and The Showroom, London; The Sharjah 
Biennale 13, UAE; Deste Foundation, Athens; The New Museum and Socrates Sculpture 
Park, New York. She has taught and lectured widely at universities and cultural institutions 
including: Cornell University, Yale University and Cooper Union (US), HKW (DE), Ashkal Alwan 
(LBN), Goldsmiths, The Baltic and the ICA (UK). 

KATRINA BURCH is electronic music producer and xenofeminist composer Yoneda Lemma. 
She exhibits and collaborates internationally under different aliases. As Katrina Joosten, 
the archaeologist, she is training in Paleoanthropology, specializing in the implementation of 
digital techniques and creative computational method, for modelling Paleolithic technological 
evolution and the semiotics of sound amongst early hominins. She is studying for an MSc in 
Digital Archaeology at Leiden University, writing her thesis on the archaeoacoustics of the 
Upper Paleolithic, while completing an MMu in Sonology at the University of the Arts in The 
Hague, researching ultra-terrestrial feminist epistemologies for computer music composing. 

HELEN HESTER is Associate Professor of Media and Communications at the University of West 
London. Her research interests include technology, social reproduction, and the future of 
work, and she is a member of the international feminist working group Laboria Cuboniks. Her 
books include Beyond Explicit: Pornography and the Displacement of Sex (SUNY Press, 2014), 
Xenofeminism (Polity, 2018), and After Work: The Fight for Free Time (Verso, 2019, with Nick 
Srnicek).

PATRICIA REED is an artist, writer and designer based in Berlin. Reed has exhibited 
internationally, with selected shows at The Museum of Capitalism, Oakland; Homeworks 
7, Beirut; Witte de With, Rotterdam; HKW, Berlin; and Württembergischer Kunstverein, 
Stuttgart. Recent writings have been published in e-flux Architecture; _AH Journal; Cold 
War Cold World (Urbanomic); Reinventing Horizons (Tranzitdisplay); and Moneylab (Inst. of 
Networked Cultures). She has lectured widely including those at Sandberg Institute (NL); 
Institute of Modern Art (AU); Strelka (RU); transmediale (DE); The New Museum (US); 
KM-Graz (AT); and Tate Britain (UK). 

H.A.U.S. – Humanoid Robots in Architecture and Urban Spaces:

CLARA HAIDER is a biomedical engineering student at the TU Wien. In early 2017, she was an 
intern at the university’s Automation and Control Institute (ACIN). Her resulting bachelor 
thesis focused on object tracking and inverse kinematics with the humanoid robot Pepper. 
Haider is a member of H.A.U.S. and took part in planning and implementing the performance 
The Robot is Present at the Ars Electronica Festival 2017. She continues as a scientific 
project assistant at the ACIN’s Vision for Robotics group. 

CHRISTOPH HUBATSCHKE is a political scientist and philosopher. He is a scientific researcher 
at the Department of Philosophy at the University of Vienna, where he writes his PhD thesis 
on the role of new technologies in social movements. His doctoral research project is funded 
by the Austrian Academy of Sciences. Currently, he is a visiting research fellow at Goldsmiths 
University (London), funded through the Marietta-Blau-scholarship from the OEAD. He is 
founding member of the interdisciplinary research group H.A.U.S. His research interests 
include poststructuralist political theories, the politics and ethics of humanoid robots, 
theories of democracy, philosophy of technology, social movement studies, Deleuze-Studies, 
and Monster-Studies.

CHRISTOPH MÜLLER is a researcher and lecturer at the Vienna University of Technology, The 
University of Art and Design Linz and the University of Innsbruck. He holds a doctorate with 
distinction in interactive robotic architecture (supervised by Manfred Berthold). The thesis 
focuses on artificially intelligent, movable robotic modules that assemble into an adaptive 
spatial-installation and explores swarm intelligence, self-assembly, robotic and human-robot 



interaction. His works have been shown at Innovation by Art Process in Montpellier and 
discussed at international conferences such as the Advanced Building Skins in Graz or the 
Rese Arch Meetups in Bratislava and Prague. 

OLIVER SCHÜRER is a curator, editor and author as well as Senior Scientist and Deputy head 
at the Department for Architecture Theory and Philosophy of Technics, Vienna University of 
Technology. He has curated and produced several conferences, symposia and exhibitions 
as part of his research projects in Vienna, Berlin and London, and co-founded the Media 
Architecture Biennale. He did numerous research projects, guest lectures and international 
publications mainly on the cultural relations of technology and media in architecture. In 2015, 
he founded the transdisciplinary research group H.A.U.S. that fuses humanities, engineering 
and the arts for research on Humanoid robots in Architecture and Urban Spaces.

CHRISTIANA TSIOURTI is a PhD-candidate at the Institute of Service Science of the University 
of Geneva and a member of the Doctoral School at the Swiss Center for Affective Science. 
She is a visiting researcher at the Vision4Robotics group at the ACIN Institute of Automation 
and Control at the Vienna University of Technology, supported by a Doc.Mobility Fellowship by 
the Swiss National Science Foundation. Her research is focused on the design and evaluation 
of affective socially intelligent agents (robots and avatars) that autonomously integrate into 
daily life environments and possess social skills, such as the automatic understanding of the 
user’s actions and emotional states, and the production of coherent emotional feedback.

MARK COECKELBERGH is Professor of Philosophy of Media and Technology at the Department 
of Philosophy, University of Vienna and part-time Professor of Technology and Social 
Responsibility at De Montfort University, UK. Currently, he is the President of the Society 
for Philosophy and Technology. His publications include Using Words and Things (2017); 
New Romantic Cyborgs (2017); Environmental Skill (2015); Human Being @ Risk (2013); 
Growing Moral Relations (2012) and numerous articles in the area of philosophy of technology, 
including topics such as language and technology, financial technologies, and machine 
creativity. He explores questions concerning technology through collaborations with artists 
and curators.

JANINA LOH (née Sombetzki) is university assistant (Post-Doc) in the field of philosophy of 
technology and media at the University of Vienna. She studied at the Humboldt University 
Berlin and wrote her dissertation (2009-2013) on the issue of responsibility (Verantwortung 
als Begriff, Fähigkeit, Aufgabe. Eine Drei-Ebenen Analyse, Springer 2014). Currently, she 
writes an Introduction to Trans- and Posthumanism (Junius 2018) and an Introduction to 
Robot Ethics (Suhrkamp 2019). She is habilitating on The Posthumanist Elements in Hannah 
Arendt’s Thinking and Work (working title).

MICHAEL LOIZENBAUER is a director and artist. He studied digital art at the University of Applied 
Arts Vienna, directing at the Max-Reinhardt-Seminar and computer science and economics 
at the University of Vienna and Vienna Technical University. He has collaborated extensively 
with performers, dancers and musicians internationally and is a member of Liquid Loft Dance 
Company (Golden Lion, Venice Biennale). He acquired expert skills in TV real time-visualization 
and is a freelance camera operator. His interest in the faculties of people and societies span a 
wide range of subjects, such as systems in general, automation, communication, information, 
and economics. 

KRISTIAN LUKIĆ is a curator, artist and researcher. He is a PhD fellow at the Knowledge 
Cultures group, Leuphana University, Germany, as well as the co-founder of the Institute 
for Flexible Cultures and Technologies (NAPON), Novi Sad (www.napon.org). He works at 
the intersection of art, technology and politics. In recent years, his research has focused 
on algorithmization in general, as well as the increase in occult research and ‘post-reality’ 
conditions. From 2010–2013, he ran the research project Autonomies, addressing machinic 
regimes in art and society. Recently, he participated in Share Lab’s Facebook research project.



ROBERT TRAPPL is the head of the Austrian Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence (OFAI), 
a non-for-profit independent research institute that has coordinated or partnered more than 
30 EU-funded projects and is a partner in the Human Brain Project. He is Professor Emeritus 
of Medical Cybernetics and Artificial Intelligence at the University of Vienna, and lectures 
there, at the Vienna Medical University and the University of Applied Arts Vienna. In his spare 
time, he performs contemporary dance. He published more than 180 scientific papers and 
co-wrote, edited and co-edited 35 books, most recently A Construction Manual for Robots’ 
Ethical Systems (Springer, 2015). He is Editor-in-Chief of Applied Artificial Intelligence and 
Cybernetics and Systems.

MARLIES WIRTH is a curator and art historian with a background in contemporary art. Since 
2006, she has been working at MAK – Austrian Museum of Applied Arts / Contemporary Art 
in Vienna where she was appointed curator in 2009 and Curator Digital Culture & Design 
Collection in 2017, and had a key role in programming the VIENNA BIENNALE 2017. Besides 
her institutional practice she develops independent exhibition projects with international 
artists, and writes essays and texts for artists and publications. She focuses on conceptual, 
site-specific, research-, and time-based art and a particular interest in the cultural-
anthropological contexts of artistic production. 
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a.ACHAT is a Berlin-based fashion label that understands itself as a platform, rather than a 
clothing brand. It aims to establish an interface between contemporary art, fashion, food and 
music. Its projects are often based on collaborations with artists, illustrators and graphic 
designers. Costumes design and concept for Naurutica in collaboration with Malte Gruner.
 
DANIEL COLUCCIELLO BARBER is an expert on political and philosophical questions of negativity, 
fabulation and non-relational aesthetics, and an Assistant Professor of Philosophy and 
Religious Studies at Pace University in New York. He is the author of Deleuze and the Naming 
of God and On Diaspora. His current research critically addresses the logic, history, and 
politics of conversion.
 
STEFAN BECKER is a Cultural and Media Studies scholar, who studied at the Bauhaus University 
in Weimar where he wrote his thesis on the cultural phenomenon of the favelas in Rio de 
Janeiro. He is currently living in Erlangen, Germany. He teaches at the university of Nurnberg 
where he holds seminars on urban walking, space and knowledge production and reflection. 
En passant, he organizes festivals and exhibitions, and he travels. 
 
HANNES BROECKER is an artist and a chef. He was awarded the Hector Prize for Young Artists 
and appointed assistant professor for interdisciplinary painting at the Dresden Academy of 
Arts in 2012. Increasingly skeptical of painting, the former graffiti and Hip Hop-artist started 
cooking in kitchens around the world, e.g. for Relae and Amass in Copenhagen, or Nobelhart 
and Schmutzig in Berlin, where Broecker lives and is currently working.
 
NIKOLAUS GANSTERER is an artist, performer, and researcher, who is interested in the 
relational field between drawing, thinking, and action. He maps ephemeral, emergent 
processes and their immanent connections, questioning the imaginary threshold between 
nature and culture, art and philosophy. He is co-founder of the Institute for Transacoustic 
Research and the sound collective The Vegetable Orchestra, and currently a guest professor 
at the University of Applied Arts, Vienna. 
 
JAMES HOFF is a New York based artist, who works mainly with sound and painting. He is also 
a poet and, as co-founder of Primary Information, a publisher of art-books. Musically, he is 
best-known for BLASTER, released by PAN in 2014. The album features sound files infected 
with computer viruses Hoff collected. His latest audiovisual project Hobo UFO combines 
the sounds of radio frequency signals with a cracked version of Google Street View maps of 
Pripyat, a city in Chernobyl’s Exclusion Zone.



BARBARA IMHOF is a space architect, design researcher, and educator. Her projects deal with 
spaceflight parameters such as living with limited resources, minimal and transformable 
spaces, resource-conserving systems, and the imperatives of sustainability. She is Executive 
Board member and on the board of directors for Women in Aerospace and has received, among 
other awards, a nomination for Austrian of the Year 2016.

MARGARETE JAHRMANN is a researcher and artist who focuses on artistic research and the 
exploration of insight through playful mechanisms in the arts. She works on experimental 
systems in neuroscience, film, digital theatre and game design, and the development of a 
Ludic Method as an artistic research methodology. She is Professor of Game Design at the 
Zurich University of the Arts, and currently guest professor at the Zentrum Focus Forschung 
at the University of Applied Arts Vienna.

MARIAN KAISER is a media theorist and author. He studied Cultural Studies, Literature, 
Philosophy, and South East Asian Studies at Humboldt University, Berlin, and is currently 
working on a book entitled Madness, Culture, Theory that explores psychiatric scenes and 
media between Europe and Asia around 1900 and their impact on 20th century theory. He 
also works as a curator and dramaturg, often with the Mobile Academy Berlin. In cooperation 
with Dimitri Kaufman, he runs The Category, a scriptorium for the 21st century.
 
D. KAUFMAN is a poet, critic, and classicist. Among other things, he previously worked on 
natural language processing algorithms. His latest work, Phineus, combines poetic études to 
create a modern retelling of Greek myths in various literary forms. He has broken numerous 
Oulipo world records, e.g in his re-writing of The Baby Pineapple, in which he exchanged every 
single word of the original novel for another.
 
JONAS LOH is a designer, electronic musician and modular synthesizer tinkerer who holds an 
M.A. in Design Interactions from the Royal College of Art, London. As co-founder of Studio 
NAND in Berlin, he directs design projects in the fields of information visualization, interaction, 
and exhibition design. His work reflects on the impact of future technologies by creating 
design fictions based on technical props and has been presented at Siggraph L.A., MoMA New 
York, V2 Rotterdam, the Venice Biennale, and Ars Electronica.
 
FRED RAPID is a musician, composer and music publisher. After graduating from HfMT Cologne 
and playing double bass with the Niederrheinische Sinfoniker for a while, he founded the 
record labels Haute Areal and Keep It Business, and the music publishing company Gorgeous 
Fork. He just released his latest EP Agile Mitten on KIB.
 
KLAUS SCHAFLER is a Vienna-based artist who studied art at the Academy of Fine Arts 
Vienna, economics at the University of Graz, and political science at Facolta di Scienze-
Politiche Messina. Working in various formats, including site-specific installations, video and 
performative lectures, his art-based research and projects mainly refer to phenomena and 
fictions of transition in different geopolitical landscapes and sub-urban situations. He is a 
member of the team that runs Kunsthalle Exnergasse at the WUK, Vienna, and co-initiated 
the collaborative project Grammar of Urgencies, which is currently researching “Fleeting 
Territories”.
 
CLAUDIA SCHÖTZ creates books, films, sculptures, bacteria, fungi, foods, and menus. She 
works in a kitchen-studio-laboratory, where she experiments with bio materials and ponders 
about a series of performances that could excavate gold from sewage sludge to help finance 
the clean-up of the Pacific Ocean. She was Assistant Professor at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Dresden and won the Marion-Ermer-Price in 2011.

CHRISTINA WESSELY is a professor for Cultural History of Knowledge at the Leuphana 
University (DE). She has published on cosmic ice theories, zoological gardens, aquariums, and 
other strange ecologies and hostile environments. Her current research is concerned with the 
historical crossings of natural science, critical theory and political philosophy, theories which 
insinuate that life does not emerge within a given environment, but rather, in resistance 
against it.



EMMA ROSA SIMON is a cinematographer and filmmaker. She studied at the Deutsche Film- 
und Fernsehakademie Berlin (dffb). Her latest work, as cinematographer, is Liebesfilm by 
German director Robert Bohrer, with whom she won the Bavarian Documentary Film Award 
for Horizonte Perdido. She is currently working on L’Amour, a docu-fiction centered around her 
childhood in Sevran, in the Parisian Banlieus of Seine-Saint-Denis.
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ILDIKO BABOS is an actress. She was born in Cluj-Napoca, Romania, to Hungarian parents 
and moved to Vienna in 1987. She was a violin student at the Vienna Conservatory when 
she was in secondary school and later studied acting at the drama school Krauss. She is a 
freelance actress (since 2000) with engagements at the Theater an der Josefstadt, Theater 
Drachengasse, Ensembletheater, Stadttheater Walfischgasse and the Volkstheater/Rote 
Bar. Recently, she played in stagings of works by Woody Allen, Carlo Goldoni, Arthur Schnitzler, 
William Shakespeare, amongst others. 

HAYMON MARIA BUTTINGER studied acting at the University of Music and Performing Arts 
Vienna. He was a member of the Burgtheater ensemble from 1993-1999 and has had 
numerous engagements at the Schauspielhaus Zurich, Schauspielhaus Bochum, Thalia 
Theater Hamburg, Volkstheater Wien, Theater an der Wien and the Ronacher, amongst others. 
He was awarded the NESTROY price for best actor for Woyzeck (in an adaptation by Robert 
Wilson/Tom Waits) and has played in many cinema and TV productions, such as Schindler’s 
List, Before Sunrise, Tom of Finland and various Tatort episodes. 

JULIUS DEUTSCHBAUER is a performer, visual and poster artist who lives in Vienna. He founded 
the performance group Theater des Verhinderns (theater of obstruction) in 2008. He has 
had exhibitions at Kunsthalle Vienna; Kunstverein Hamburg; Shedhalle Zurich; MAK Vienna; 
Galeria Zacheta Warsaw; Fotomuseum Winterthur; Belvedere Vienna; Haus der Kulturen der 
Welt, Berlin; and performances and theater productions at Tanzquartier Vienna; Thalia Theater 
Hamburg; Politik im Freien Theater Berlin; Volksbühne Berlin; brut Vienna; Garage X Vienna; 
Spielart Munich; and Kampnagel Hamburg, amongst others.

NEHLE DICK is a Vienna-based director and actress. Among her productions are revue intim 
at the Kosmos Theater and Die Nacht ist jung! and How to murder your wife – Ich lebe mich 
at TAG Theater, both Vienna. She staged plays at Werk X, the Vienna Volkstheater and the 
Lower Austria Provincial Theatre, where she heads the Bürgertheater (since 2016). She was 
awarded the Kabuki theatre grant of the Ueno University Tokyo (2002) and worked for the 
Manchester street and performance festival x-tracks. She has taught at the University of 
Applied Arts Vienna and the St. Pölten University of Applied Sciences. 

THOMAS FEUERSTEIN lives in Vienna and works as artist and author in the fields of fine art and 
media art. He studied art history and philosophy at the University of Innsbruck and has had 
assignments as lecturer as well as visiting professor at several universities and art schools 
since 1997. Some of the crucial aspects of Feuerstein’s works are the interplay between 
verbal and visual elements, the unearthing of latent connections between fact and fiction, as 
well as the interaction between art and science. For his purposes, Feuerstein has come up 
with an artistic method he calls “conceptual narration.” 

SWINTHA GERSTHOFER was born in St. Gallen (CH) and grew up in the Appenzell region and in 
Germany. She graduated from the Max Reinhardt Seminar, Vienna, in 2011 and subsequently 
played at the Schauspielhaus Graz, the Theater an der Wien, the Opéra National de Lorraine 
and the Shakespeare-festival Rosenburg, before she became an ensemble member at the 
Lower Austria Provincial Theatre. She played leading roles under the direction of Bettina 
Herings and was nominated for the NESTROY prize for young talents in 2014. Since the 
2016/17 season, she has been engaged at the Josefstadt Theater, Vienna, where she is 
currently appearing as Viola de Lesseps in Shakespeare in Love.



JENS HAUSER is a Copenhagen and Paris based media studies scholar, author and art curator. 
He holds a dual research position at both the Department of Arts and Cultural Studies and 
at the Medical Museion at the University of Copenhagen, and directs the (OU)VERT research 
center for “Greenness Studies”. He is also a distinguished affiliated faculty member of the 
Department of Art, Art History and Design at Michigan State University, where he co-directs 
the BRIDGE Artist in Residency Program. Hauser is also the chair of the European Society for 
Literature, Science and the Arts’ annual 2018 conference in Copenhagen.

DIDI KERN is a classically trained drummer and percussionist who played eight years in 
a marching band. His music spans genres from folk, free jazz, improvisation to hardcore 
electronic. While he is best known as the drummer of the two most celebrated underground 
bands in Austria, Bulbul and Fuckhead, he also works in collectives, such as DEK-TRIO, 
Poisonous Frequencies, Broken.Heart.Collector and in duos with Philipp Quehenberger or Mats 
Gustafsson. 

BERNHARD LOIBNER is a composer of electronic music, a musician and a media artist 
from Vienna, Austria. His musical compositions are characterized by the use of computer 
instruments based on software he writes himself but also analog electronics and “real” 
instruments. The result of his ongoing experiments are intricate sound textures and harsh 
noises, often implying a pulsating moment. His work has been released on Vinyl, CD and DVD, 
and has been presented in the last 15 years in live concerts, performances and screenings in 
Europe, North America, Asia and Africa. 

WOLFGANG REBERNIK studied documentary filmmaking and cinematography at “Zelig” School 
for Documentary, TV and New Media in Bolzano, IT. He graduated in 1993 and has since been 
making documentary films in Europe, Asia, South America and the Antarctica. Rebernik’s films 
include his own production, Tara, the portrait of a young Austrian woman raised in rural India; 
Die Wilden Siebziger (The Wild Seventies) for ORF/3Sat; The Quest for the Holy Turtle for NDR/
ARTE. Besides commercial work, he produces art films and exhibition-DVDs in collaboration 
with artists such as Stefan Bidner, Thomas Feuerstein, Richard Jackson, Raymond Pettibon 
and Hans Weigand.

WALTER SEITTER is a philosopher based in Vienna. He studied philosophy, political sciences 
and art history in Salzburg, Munich and Paris and translated works by Michel Foucault, 
Pierre Klossowski and Francis Ponge. He is the co-founder of Tumult. Schriften zur 
Verkehrswissenschaft and the first Viennese Philosopher-Café. Among his publications are 
Physik des Daseins. Bausteine zu einer Philosophie der Erscheinungen (Vienna, 1997); Physik 
der Medien. Materialien, Apparate, Präsentierungen (Weimar, 2002); Aristoteles betrachten 
und besprechen (Metaphysik I-VI) (Freiburg, 2018). 

KLAUS SPIESS and LUCIE STRECKER develop transdisciplinary performances/installations on 
the subject of biopolitics. They run the cross-disciplinary Arts in Medicine program at the 
Medical University Vienna, where Klaus Spiess is Associate Professor. Lucie Strecker is 
an artist and researcher at the University of Applied Arts Vienna where she conducts the 
FWF Elise-Richter-PEEK project The Performative Biofact. Spiess/Strecker performed at 
Budascoop Kortrijk; Tanzquartier Vienna; Belvedere/21er Haus, Vienna; Bemis Center of 
Contemporary Art, Omaha; Click Festival, Copenhagen; among many other venues. Their 
installations have been shown at venues like the Beall Center for Art + Technology, Irvine; the 
Onassis Cultural Centre, Athens; or at the Prix Ars Electronica Festival. They published on the 
subject of their work in Leonardo, The Journal of Performance Research and The Lancet.

SZELY studied at the Institute for Electro-acoustic and Electronic Music, Vienna and works 
in the fields of sound-architecture and -installation, intermedia art, composition, radio art, 
sound environments for theatre, concerts and performances, and acoustic interventions in 
public space. He is in charge of sound architecture and sound direction, TONSPUR for a public 
space, a series by TONSPUR Kunstverein Wien (since 2003). He won numerous grants and 
awards, such as an honorary mention, Prix Ars Electronica 2010. His work has been shown 
and heard in Europe, Canada, the USA, Asia and Russia and released CDs on mosz, sabotage 
records, one drop of blood records. 



WLADIMIR VELMINSKI studied mathematics, physics, Slavic and cultural studies in Berlin 
and Moscow. In 2008, he obtained his PhD in art history at Humboldt University Berlin. In 
addition to his activities as Head of the Department of History and Theory of Media Regimes in 
Eastern Europe at Bauhaus University Weimar, he is currently a Senior Fellow of the German 
Research Foundation (DFG) at Leuphana University, dealing with Media Cultures of Computer 
Simulation. He has published widely on the cultural history of Eastern Europe. Previously, 
Velminski was a Dilthey Fellow at Bauhaus University Weimar and a Senior Fellow at the 
International Research Institute for Cultural Techniques and Media Philosophy (IKKM) in 
Weimar.
  
ANN LIV YOUNG was born on the Outer Banks of North Carolina. Her work has been presented 
at major venues in New York City and Europe such as P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center, Dance 
Theater Workshop, Danspace Brooklyn Museum, Judson Church, The Kitchen, Laban Centre 
London, Impulstanz, Springdance, The Arches, Tanz im August, Motel Mosaique, Donau 
Festival, City of Women, Kampnagel, Brut-Vienna, Inkonst, Gender Bender, Theatre de la 
Bastille, among others. Her work has also been presented in the USA, London, Vienna, Holland, 
Berlin, Paris, Brussels, Italy, Sweden, and Slovenia.
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JAYA KLARA BREKKE is a researcher and creative producer working between London, Athens 
and Durham where she is currently writing a PhD on the political geography of the blockchain 
at Durham University. She is the designer for D-CENT, a Europe-wide project creating privacy-
aware tools and applications for direct democracy and economic empowerment.

NILS GABRIEL researches open publishing practices at RIAT. He is an artist, coder and designer 
and develops extended publications utilizing ‘old tech’ and ‘next tech’. Gabriel designs hybrid 
and experimental media formats that are informed by research in media archaeology and 
alternative publishing.

JAN GROOS works as an independent filmmaker in collaboration with his sister Anna. He has a 
strong interest in theoretical discourse and experimental documentary formats based around 
speculative cryptoeconomics. He actively investigates experimental Blockchain applications 
and works with DARC on communicating Proof-of-Presence. 

MAXIMILIAN GURRESCH is a Vienna-based freelance filmmaker, photographer and software 
developer. Besides more conventional productions he has been focusing on methodologies of 
documentation for artistic and high-tech projects, amongst which are the EU-funded AXIOM 
– the first high-end open source cinema camera -  and BitcoinCloud – an attempt to spatially 
represent the blockchain and a cryptocurrency. He considers himself a digital bricoleur 
striving for the best aesthetic results, rather than an artist or designer. In the future, he 
seeks to explore and improve the interface between man and virtual reality videos.

MAX HAMPSHIRE is a researcher and artist in Amsterdam. His research involves unraveling 
the emergent politics of cryptographic platforms and autonomous technologies. He is 
one of three project initiators of terra0, an ongoing project investigating autonomous 
infrastructures. He is an associate researcher at RIAT, and has previously worked for the 
Institute of Network Cultures in Amsterdam.

SUNNY KING, part Peercoin and part Primecoin, is a pseudonym.

JÜRGEN KLEFT Everything that can go wrong, will go wrong. Except for when you are properly 
prepared. More than half a decade ago Jürgen Kleft who Rüdiger Nehberg is credibly said 
to have baptized the “Prometheus of survival” embarked on his mission which now has 
crystallized in crafting functional wear for unfunctional people. Making use of both artistic 
and scientific methods, he grew to become the world’s most renowned specialist on the 
Shellpunk. Set between DIY and high-tech, Kleft explores the myths of a creature yet to fully 
emerge in the midst of our society.



RACHEL ROSE O’LEARY is an artist and writer researching cryptographic systems. As writer 
she focuses on the negative reciprocity between cyberthreats and security architectures, 
conceived as a “crystallisation through withdrawal” (Inhumanism: an erotica, 2017). As 
artist, she conceptualizes this through jewelry, lingerie and armory. O’Leary is a contributor to 
Coindesk and is on the board of the Blockchain Association of Ireland.

JOHANNES LEUTGEB is a PhD student in economics in the Berlin doctoral program BDPEMS and 
a research fellow at WZB in Berlin. His focus is in behavioral and experimental economics. 
Leutgeb is currently working on long-run interactions in high frequency environments and 
models of (political) influence.

LAURA LOTTI researches economic spaces and completed her PhD in software studies and 
financial technology. Her publications include Fundamentals of Algorithmic Markets: Liquidity, 
Contingency, and the Incomputability of Exchange (2017); Contemporary art, capitalization 
and the blockchain: On the autonomy and automation of art’s value (2016) and Enter the 
Black Box: Aesthetic Speculations in the General Economy of Being (2016).

ANDREW NEWMAN researches artistic technologies at RIAT. His focus is on knowledge 
production in outsider epistemic cultures. Newman is a founding editor of the Journal for 
Research Cultures, his publications include Fake Organum: The Uneasy Institutionalisation of 
Art as Research (2017); Cryptocurrencies as Distributed Community Experiments (2014) and 
Experimental Cultures and Epistemic Spaces in Artistic Research (2013).

MARTIN REINHART is a filmmaker, film historian and inventor. In the last years, he developed a 
system to auto-correlate big sets of data together with physicist Leonard Coster. The goal 
of this work is to generate an objective topography of world knowledge. This research is 
undertaken within the FWF PEEK project Data Loam at the Art & Science department of the 
University of Applied Arts Vienna.

PAUL RIEGER is a promoter of blockchain technology, crypto-literacy and an advocate of the 
NEM blockchain which led to the foundation of NEM Vienna in June 2017. When not educating, 
Rieger is combining his software engineering background with his entrepreneurial experience 
to design and develop blockchain-based solutions and prototypes for the private and public 
sector.

BRETT SCOTT is a journalist, former derivatives broker and author of The Heretic’s Guide to 
Global Finance: Hacking the Future of Money (2013). He writes for publications like The 
Guardian, New Scientist, Wired Magazine and CNN.com, and provides commentary on financial 
reform and cryptocurrencies on media channels such as BBC and Arte. For RIAT he is active as 
ambassador for international outreach.

MATTHIAS TARASIEWICZ is the director of the Research Institute for Arts and Technology 
in Vienna and board member of the Open Source Hardware Association (USA). He has led 
research projects including Artistic Technology Research at the University of Applied Arts 
Vienna, Making Artistic Technology and AXIOM - Open Hardware Cinema (EU Horizon 2020). 
His publications include Forking as cultural practice: Institutional governance after the DAO 
(2017), Cryptocurrencies as Distributed Community Experiments (2014), A Brief History 
of Bitcoin (2013) and Coded Cultures: New Creative Practices out of Diversity (2011). He 
actively researches the blockchain and cryptoeconomics since 2010 and has a background in 
computer science, design and systems theory. 

terra0 is driven by new concepts of ownership and maintenance and works towards 
automated sustainable and resilient forestry. It develops decentralized programs for 
environmental management and tokenizing of natural resources.

CHRISTOPHER VILLAFUERTE is a NYC based photographer enchanted with the human condition 
and its language of emotions. He is a student of how juxtaposing elements of our visual 
language can create complex emotions and allegories.



SOPHIE-CAROLIN WAGNER investigates the epistemological consequences for communicational 
processes in functionally differentiated systems. She co-edits the Journal for Research 
Cultures and is project manager of the Austrian National Library Lab. Publications include 
Poietry: Challenging the improbabilities of communication (2017) and Establishing the 
continuously Unfinished: The Institution as an Artistic Medium (2017).

MARKUS ZIMMERMAN is a blockchain architect and specialist for experimental on- and off-
chain usage. Markus has a background in computer science and architecture with a focus on 
media theory and spatial configurations of technological systems. He specializes in digital 
design in distributed ledger technologies and observing the crypto-economy from both socio-
economical and communications perspectives. 

VOICE
ANNA MENDELSSOHN studied acting in the UK. She is a member of the Vienna based theatre 
company toxic dreams (since 2004) and has performed in over 20 of their productions. 
She has also worked with numerous other directors and choreographers. Her own works 
include Cry Me A River (2010), which received the actor’s prize at the Impulse Festival 
2011 and the Jury prize and the Coproduction prize at Arena Festival 2010; The Rise and 
Fall  (2011); WHAT ? (2013); Here and Now (2013); Ein Herbst, eine Jugend (2014); Frozen 
Eggs - Feminism and the Bauchgefühl (2015); Nietzsche and I (2015) and Amazon – River 
Deep (2016). 

continent. is a copyleft, para-academic, experimental publishing collective; a continuous effort 
to dynamically recompose publics, orchestrate encounters and create open access online and 
offline collections of text, image, sound, and image (moving and otherwise). We share often 
on the internet, but we also love printed objects and the gathering together of thinking human 
bodies.

SYLVIA ECKERMANN  is an artist based in Vienna (AT). Her work focuses on a discursive 
engagement with form and media that culminates in critical artistic reflections on our 
entanglement as individuals in current socio-economic situations. She works with various 
media including digital and physical environments, installations, videos, objects, and 
sculptures. Besides many other grants and awards, she is the first recipient of the City of 
Vienna Award for Media Art (2014).

GERALD NESTLER  is an artist and author who combines theory with video, installation, 
performance, text, sound, and speech to explore the “derivative condition” of contemporary 
social relations and its financial models, processes, narratives and fictions. He has also 
published widely, most recently e.g. the reader Making of Finance (with Armen Avanessian, 
Merve, 2015) and the special issue on Art and Finance in Finance and Society (with Suhail 
Malik, 2016). He holds a PhD from the Centre for Research Architecture, Goldsmith, University 
of London.

MAXIMILIAN THOMAN lives and studies in Innsbruck and Vienna. He heads the media arts 
association mkt – Büro für intermedialen Kommunikationstransfer and is a member of the 
managing committee of p.m.k – platform mobile cultural initiatives. Besides his curatorial 
practice in exhibition projects and lecture series he is, since 2015, part of the editorial board 
of the online journal continent. 



THU 2.11. 20h

22h

Laboria Cuboniks: Diann Bauer, Katrina Burch, Helen Hester, Patricia Reed. 
H.A.U.S.: Christoph Hubatschke, Christoph Müller, Oliver Schürer. CODING: 
Stephanie Gross, Brigitte Krenn, Friedrich Neubarth. INTERACTION SCRIPTING: 
Christian Fiedler, Patrick Lechner. PERFORMANCE: Tanja Brandmayer. 
VOCAL WORK: Joy Mariama Smith, Zygimantas Kudirka. ROTATIONAL SPEAKER: 
Robert Pravda. FILM: Michael Loizenbauer.  VOICE: Anna Mendelssohn.
BAR / SOUND

SAT 4.11. 20h

22h

EPISODE 2

a.ACHAT with Malte Gruner, Daniel Colucciello Barber, Stefan Becker, 
Hannes Broecker, James Hoff , Barbara Imhof, Margarete Jahrmann, Marian Kaiser, 
D. Kaufman, Jonas Loh, Nikolaus Gansterer, Fred Rapid, Klaus Schafl er, Claudia 
Schötz, Christina Wessely.  FILM: Emma Rosa Simon.  VOICE: Anna Mendelssohn.
BAR / SOUND: Jonas Loh (Berlin).

MON 6.11. 20h

22h

EPISODE 3

Ildiko Babos, Haymon Maria Buttinger, Nehle Dick, Thomas Feuerstein, 
Swintha Gersthofer, Jens Hauser, Didi Kern, Bernhard Loibner, Christian Reiner, 
Peter Szely.   FILM: Wolfgang Rebernik.  VOICE: Anna Mendelssohn.
BAR / SOUND

WED 8.11.

9. – 11. 11.  15–19h 
11. 11.        19h

 

20h

22h

EPISODE 4

Nils Gabriel, Jan Groos, Sunny King, Jürgen Kleft, Andrew Newman,
Rachel Rose O’Leary, Paul Rieger, Brett Scott, Matthias Tarasiewicz, terra0, 
Sophie-Carolin Wagner, Markus Zimmermann.
FILM: Jan Groos & Max Gurresch.  VOICE: Anna Mendelssohn.

After the episode days, the venue turns into an EXHIBITION SPACE for three days.
CLOSING EVENT: 
—mahd  Volkmar Klien - electronics, Hannes Löschel - Rhodes electric piano
—fl uktuation8

BAR / SOUND

TUE 31.10. 20h

22h

EPISODE 1
Aziz al-Turi, Forensic Architecture Team: Ariel Caine, Eyal Weizman. 
EVENING DRAMATURGY: Ariel Caine, Manu Luksch. FILM: Manu Luksch.
SOUND DESIGN: Mukul. VOICE: Anna Mendelssohn.VOICE: Anna Mendelssohn.

BAR / SOUND TAPESTRIES: Mukul (London).

EPISODE 5

GROUND TRUTH: THE AL-ARAQIB MUSEUM OF STRUGGLE

ALIEN INTROSPECTION

NAURUTICA

LIVERATION. PROMETHEUS DELIVERED

PROOF-OF-BURN



FRI 3.11.
free admission

18h PANEL DISCUSSION  
PANEL 1: Demonstration: Variations of Machinic Intelligence(s) 
WITH: Clara Haider, Christoph Müller, Oliver Schürer, Robert Trappl, 
Christiana Tsiourti. 
PANEL 2: Automation, Art, Feminism & Posthumanism.
WITH: Mark Coeckelbergh, Helen Hester, Janina Loh, Kristian Lukić, Marlies Wirth.

SUN 5.11.
free admission

18h OPEN DISCUSSION  
WITH: Daniel Colucciello Barber, Stefan Becker, Hannes Broecker, Barbara Imhof, 
Margarete Jahrmann, Jonas Loh, Marian Kaiser, Klaus Schafl er, Claudia Schötz, 
Christina Wessely. 

TUE 7.11.
free admission

18h SEMINAR  
WITH: Wladimir Velminski, Walter Seitter, Jens Hauser,
Klaus Spiess & Lucie Strecker, Julius Deutschbauer and Ann Liv Young.

 30. 10. – 19. 11.   

THU 9.11.
free admission

18h

VERMÖGEN. LIGHT INSTALLATION by Sylvia Eckermann for the LED facade 
of the UNIQA tower. Untere Donaustraße 21, 1020 Vienna.

OPEN DISCUSSION  
What is Cryptoeconomics? 
WITH: Jaya Klara Brekke, Max Hampshire, Johannes Leutgeb, Laura Lotti, 
Matthias Tarasiewicz.

WED 1.11.
free admission

10h
18h

WORKSHOP  Civic Science and the View from Above. (until 16h)

PRESENTATION  Granular Realism: New activist possibilities within the changing 
spatial condition of photography. Aziz al-Turi, Ariel Caine, FA. Noit Banai.
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Für Informationen  
wenden Sie sich bitte an: 

�� Mag. Ulrike Seppele 
 Tel.: +43 1 21175-3932 
 E-Mail: ulrike.seppele@uniqa.at  

�� Mag. Alexandra Mauritz 
Tel.: +43 1 21175-3597 
E-Mail: alexandra.mauritz@uniqa.at 

�� Isabella Frick MA 
Tel.: +43 1 211 75-3966 
E-Mail: isabella.frick-croy@uniqa.at
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